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Subjects covered:
Theology

BIBLICAL EVIDENCE DOES NOT SUPPORT
CREATIONISM

Click here to read
this article on
Inspire Digital!

How did the world come into being? How did life originate on Earth? Opposing theories of
evolution and creationism have sparked large debates on the topic. In this article, Professor
Katherine Southwood looks at Biblical evidence for theories other than creationism.
Biblical scholars engage with Biblical
texts. This primary evidence exists
in multiple copies and translations
(from Dead Sea Scrolls manuscripts
to Medieval Manuscripts, in Hebrew,
Greek, Aramaic and other languages),
which have been subject to an ongoing
process of editing. However, a lot of the
primary evidence that Biblical scholars
engage with is non-Biblical and has not
made it into any of the various canons
of so-called “scripture”. For example,
much of the primary evidence that
Biblical scholars engage with comes in
the form of scrolls, papyri, inscriptions,
and such like. While Biblical scholars
use similar methods of analysis that

one might use in other disciplines such as
Classics, History, or English Literature, for
example, their task is made more difficult
(or more exciting, perhaps) by the fact
that the Biblical text is highly controversial,
susceptible to misuse, and importantly,
something which has had an enduring
cultural impact.
When Biblical scholars look at the theme
of creation, the first thing to notice is the
multiplicity of creation narratives. These
include the Genesis (1:1-2:4a; 2:4b-3:24);
accounts of creation in the Psalms (74:1217, 89:9-13; 104); in Ezekiel (28:12-19) or
Proverbs (8) and Job (41). The fact that two
contrasting accounts of creation that sit side

by side in Genesis ought to be a clue that
this is not a scientific account. Similarly,
in Proverbs God does not create alone,
but uses the assistance of a mastercraftswoman, named Wisdom. In
contrast to the monotheistic and highly
ordered creation accounts in Genesis,
many of the accounts of creation involve
drama, mythology, and chaos monsters,
and perhaps even suggest a background
of polytheism in the religion named
Yahwism (which grew into Judaism in
the Persian Period). Some of the Biblical
accounts of creation are apocalyptic,
referring to a new creation (Zech 2:15; Dan 7-12). None of this material
should be interpreted literally or with
certainty, as if it were self-evidently
pointing towards some kind of scientific
account of how the world came into
being! Instead, the texts preserved
point towards circumstances wherein
Yahwists during the Babylonian period
began, in resisting the empire, to carve
out a separate identity: this eventually
evolved into the emergence of Judaism.
Genesis 1 is usually thought to have
derived from a political composition
named Enuma Elish which celebrates
the Mesopotamian god Marduk. In
Enuma Elish, Marduk defeats the
watery god Tiamat and this leads to the
beginning of the world. This is a political
composition, and is more to do with
Marduk’s dominance and power than
anything to do with the scientific reality

of the earth’s origins. Genesis 1 resists
this account of history and beginnings,
and instead comes up with an entirely
different, but derivative, account of
creation. In this, Yahweh (not Marduk)
is central and does not have to fight
with other deities, because the text
presupposes that none exist. This is
a fairly late text (probably emerging
during or after the Babylonian exile)
given that it betrays the idea of
monotheism, and the importance of the
Sabbath (identity markers for Yahwists
that are projected back into history as
if it were a primordial idea ingrained in
the fabric of the universe). Again, this
is about power, politics, and identity,
and has little to nothing to do with the
beginnings of the world.
Professor Katherine Southwood,
Tutorial Fellow in Theology &
Religion at St John’s College

DID YOU ENJOY THIS ARTICLE?
You might be interested in the
Theology course we offer at St John’s:
Hear from a St John’s student
about studying Theology below...
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for our age, by poets such as Lucretius
(see the next article by my colleague, Dr
Emma Greensmith, for more on that)
and by late antique theologians such
as Gregory of Nyssa and Augustine of
Hippo. However, it was not discussed by
ancient scientists and the notion that
species did not change remained ‘fact’
for centuries to come.
Subjects covered:
Classics, History and
Geography
Click here to read
this article on
Inspire Digital!

EVOLUTION IN GREEK AND ROMAN THINKING
ABOUT HUMAN SOCIETY
The philosophers of the ancient world were fascinated with the environment and how
it affected the development of human society. Dr Georgy Kantor discusses the merits
and problems of their thoughts – and whether any similar assumptions can be found in
modern political thought.
Is my title paradoxical? Darwin’s
theory of evolution was of course
unknown to ancient Greece and
Rome. While the descriptive biology of
Aristotle and Theophrastus achieved
much for its time, it certainly was not
on the way to discovering the origin

of species. Early philosophers (notably
Xenophanes of Colophon) were interested
in fossils, but more because they suggested
that the sea once covered the land than
for a systematic account of the emergence
of life. Some more serious thinking in that
direction was done, perhaps surprisingly

And yet, thinking about change over
time and the ways in which it is affected
by the environment were at the heart
of Graeco-Roman thinking about
both nature and society. As a social
historian, I am particularly interested
in how ideas about the influence of
climate and environment interacted
with the Graeco-Roman understanding
of human society. Looking at ancient
texts which try to grapple with these
problems can illuminate both the
opportunities and the dangers of this
way of thinking about humanity.
So, for instance, a famous text
ascribed to Hippocrates, the father
of ancient medicine, argued that
understanding the environment and the
climate will help a travelling physician
to make secure epidemiological
predictions on arrival to a new city.
Hippocrates did not, of course, know
the first thing about viruses as we
understand them now:

‘And in particular, as the season and
the year advances, he can tell what
epidemic diseases will attack the city,
either in summer or in winter, and
what each individual will be in danger
of experiencing from the change of
regimen. For knowing the changes of
the seasons, the risings and settings of
the stars, how each of them takes place,
he will be able to know beforehand
what sort of a year is going to ensue.
Having made these investigations, and
knowing beforehand the seasons, such
a one must be acquainted with each
particular, and must succeed in the
preservation of health, and be by no
means unsuccessful in the practice of
his art’ (On Airs, Waters and Places ch.
2, transl. C.D. Adams).
The author of the text was especially
interested in the direction of winds
that the city is exposed to, and there
his thinking went beyond the potential
epidemics to a whole range of issues,
from the intellectual and emotional
development of the locals to the rate
of childbirth. Winds coming from the
east were much better than those
coming from the north, the south, and
especially the west, the worst.
‘The persons of the inhabitants
are, for the most part, well coloured
and blooming, unless some disease
counteract. The inhabitants have clear
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voices, and in temper and intellect are
superior to those which are exposed
to the north, and all the productions
of the country in like manner are
better. A city so situated resembles the
spring as to moderation between heat
and cold, and the diseases are few in
number, and of a feeble kind, and bear
a resemblance to the diseases which
prevail in regions exposed to hot winds.
The women there are very prolific, and
have easy deliveries’ (On Airs, Waters
and Places 5).
Going beyond that, he tried to
distinguish between Europe and
what he calls Asia (what we now call
the Near East) and to describe how
the difference in climate caused the
differences both in the natural world
and in human development and
society. A third alternative was, for
him, offered by the Scythian nomads
in the steppes of what is now Ukraine
and South Russia. ‘Asia’ and ‘Scythia’
are climatically similar, while Europe
has more variable conditions; at the
same time, ‘Scythia’ and Europe both
have more severe environments than
‘Asia’. His conclusion was that the Asian
climate is the best for health and ease
of life (‘everything is produced much
more beautiful and large in Asia’, On
Airs, Waters and Places 12). At the
same time, he made far-reaching claims
about inhabitants of ‘Asia’ being ‘more
gentle and affectionate’ and inhabitants

of Europe and ‘Scythia’ being more
capable of ‘endurance of suffering’.
This was one of the first attempts at
human geography, trying to integrate
the environment, human health, and
society. However, at the same time,
it obviously lent itself to extremely
dangerous interpretations: it will not
come as a surprise to you that the
Hippocratic text has been extensively
abused by modern racists. The historic
Hippocrates, and other authors of texts
ascribed to Hippocrates, must have
considered themselves Asian under
this concept of human geography, since
they came from the island of Cos and
the Cnidus peninsula on what is now
opposite the Turkish mainland. They
would not recognise themselves in the
bile of modern racists. We need to be
aware of such interpretations and of
the possibility for ethnic stereotyping
within the ‘Hippocratic’ analysis.
The same interest in ‘the question
why’ inspired Hippocrates’ older
contemporary, Herodotus, known as
‘the father of history’. It interested him
in biology: in book 4 section 29 of his
Histories, when talking about the effect
of cold in Scythia, he formulates what
is now known in biology as Allen’s rule,
that bodily appendages of animals are
smaller in colder climates. It interested
Herodotus in human society, when
thinking of the relative merits of

monarchy, aristocracy and democracy,
and their emergence in different parts
of the world. It interested him in what
gradually became the main theme of his
work: explaining the great war between
the Persian empire and the Greeks, the
defining conflict of that age.
And yet, while he was certainly
searching
for
environmental
explanations, his answers can be
remarkably different from those you
find in the Hippocratic medical treatise.
For instance, Herodotus did not go
for any crude, generalised divisions
between ‘Europe’ and ‘Asia’, even
though he spends some time defining
the boundary between the two. His
Greeks are different from his Thracians,
his Egyptians from his Persians, his
Indians from his Babylonians. He was
remarkably accepting of the difference
of law and custom in different
countries, and certainly did not think
that the Greeks (however much he
admired their resistance to the Persian
invasion) were either blameless in
the conflict or the only courageous
ones. Unsurprisingly, later authors
trying to assert Greek superiority
attempted to accuse him of malicious
misrepresentations, ‘fake news’ as one
former President might say, which for
us serves to emphasise Herodotus’
sensitivity towards other cultures.
The themes set by Herodotus
were reflected upon by philosophers,

historians and geographers for
centuries to come. Polybius, the great
Greek historian of the rise of Roman
power, who was writing in the second
century BC, attempts to explain the
success of Rome by the excellence
of its political and social system. In
doing so, he constructs perhaps the
most comprehensive outline of the
rise and decay of particular forms
of constitutionalism. This proved
extremely influential in the modern
age, when it affected the thinking of
the Founding Fathers, who wrote the
American Constitution. He explains
that political society emerges in the
response of human communities to
natural disasters: ‘floods, epidemics,
and failure of crops’ (Polybius,
Histories, book 6 chapter 8). Even
later, Strabo from Amaseia, in the
most comprehensive geographical
work to survive from antiquity, tries
to explain the success of Rome by the
geographical position and environment
of Italy, including its ‘abundant supply
of fuel, and of food both for men and
beast, and the excellence of its fruits’
(Strabo, Geography, book VI chapter 4).
These ideas have proved influential
in and beyond Western European
thought. It would be good to consider
upon what kind of assumptions
about human society they rely. For
instance, did ancient historical and
geographical authors assume conquest
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and imperialism were normal? Or, did they assume leisure and prosperity always
brought moral corruption? Although these discussions seem distant from us today,
such unspoken assumptions may still unconsciously exist in much modern thought.
The problem of what role natural sciences should play in understanding social
developments is as relevant now as it was then, as our global society adapts to the
threats of climate change and pandemics.
Dr Georgy Kantor, Tutorial Fellow in Ancient History at St John’s College

COMPETITION 10: GREEK
AND ROMAN THINKING
Read Strabo’s Geography book VI chapter 4 on how Italy’s geographical
position prepared it for the leading role in the Mediterranean world.
Compare this to book V chapter 3 on Rome and its immediate surroundings.
Consider these three questions:

DID YOU ENJOY THIS ARTICLE?
You might be interested in the Classics course we offer at St John’s:
Hear from a St John’s student about studying Classics below...

•

What assumptions about human society and the influence of the
environment on it does Strabo make?

•

Does he think society can evolve?

•

How would you critique Strabo’s assumptions if you met him today?

Write a script for a short three scene play (800 words max.), where
Strabo time travels to present-day Rome. Were his assumptions correct?
Optionally, you could film your play (5 minutes max.) and send us the video.
Be creative, argumentative, and prepared to challenge the questions!

You might also be interested in the History course we offer at St John’s:
Hear from a St John’s student about studying History below...

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT
YOUR ANSWER
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WELCOME TO OXPLORE!
Oxplore is an innovative digital outreach portal from the University of
Oxford. As the ‘Home of Big Questions’ it aims to engage those from 11
to 18 years with debates and ideas that go beyond what is covered in the
classroom. Big questions tackle complex ideas across a wide range
of subjects and draw on the latest research undertaken at Oxford.
Click the links below to start exploring some Big Questions...

Did the chicken come
before the egg?
Subjects covered:
Classics, Poetry
Click here to read
this article on
Inspire Digital!

Does music
matter?

ANCIENT POETRY AND EVOLUTION
We don’t often think of art and poetry as historical evidence – but they often give us a view
into the ideas held at the time. In this article, Dr Emma Greensmith discusses three poems
which describe different creation myths.

Should we work five
days a week?

When one thinks of ancient
evidence for ideas about evolution,
what examples come to mind? Perhaps
ancient scientists like Galen, travel
narratives like Pausanias, or historians
like Herodotus and Thucydides? The
disciplines of science, geography and

world-history – in antiquity as today – are
usually hailed as the bastions of knowledge,
truth and enquiry.
However, whilst all of these sources
certainly do have important things to tell us,
they are not the only chapters in this story.
In light of my own work as a researcher,
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I want to look at a different corpus of
material: ancient poetry. Poems are too
often seen as ‘light’ entertainment –
feats of language, beautifully written,
pieces of art rather than cultural
artefacts. But in fact, a number of verse
works from the ancient world provide
amazing illustrations of the different
ways in which creation, succession
and evolutionary change could be
conceptualised: ideas which are given
extra force through their poetic form.
Let’s take a look at three ancient
poems which tackle this theme.

1. Hesiod, Works and Days
In c. 700 B.C.E., Hesiod describes
the Myth of the Ages: the five ages of
mankind: the Golden Age, Silver Age,
Bronze Age, Heroic Age, and his own
present age, that of Iron. These ages
get worse as they evolve: the men in
the race of gold lived in the time of
abundance and peace, whereas now
the Iron age is characterized by toil and
hardship. Hesiod predicts that Zeus will
destroy his race, too, when all moral
and religious standards are ignored.

2. Euripides, Ion
A tragedy performed in classical
Athens some two hundred years after
Hesiod, the Ion unveils a very different
‘creation’ myth. The Athenians, this
story goes, are not evolved from a
previous age of men. Instead they are
autochthones: literally αὐτός ‘self,’ and
χθών ‘soil’; i.e. “people sprung from
earth itself”. This idea – that people are
the original inhabitants of a country as
opposed to settlers, their descendants
kept themselves free from a mixture
of foreign peoples – is mentioned

elsewhere in ancient literature (it first
crops up in Herodotus). But Euripides
puts it into a poem, into a dramatic
show. He takes his Athenian audience
back to the original myth surrounding
this geo-political idea, and stages the
myth for all to see.
3. Lucretius, De Rerum Natura
Finally, we move from ancient
Greece to Rome, and the famous
‘science poet’ Lucretius. The De Rerum
Natura famously makes Epicurean
philosophy (which argued the greatest
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good was living a simple life of modest pleasure) more attractive by turning it into verse.
Lucretius is supremely interested in ‘evolution’: he shifts our gaze from the primordia
rerum, the imperishable first beginnings of things, to the origins of our mortal cosmos
and the organisms which inhabit it. In book 5, Lucretius tries to explain the spontaneous
generation of life, speculates about human prehistory, and traces the development of
cities and civilisation.

DID YOU ENJOY THIS ARTICLE?
You might be interested in the Classics course we offer at St John’s:
Hear from a St John’s student about studying Classics below...

This whistle stop tour aims to open up some of the crucial evolutionary questions
that ancient poetry raises. But the story doesn’t end there. If you delve further into
each of these works, you’ll come to consider how successful, how subversive and how
sustainable each of their models of evolution is.
Classics teaches us never to patronise the past. As evidence for this past, we should
never patronise poetry, either.
Dr Emma Greensmith, Tutor and Fellow in Classics at St John’s College

EXPLORE THE SUBJECT FURTHER...

COMPETITION 11: POETRY
Read these key passages of Hesiod’s Works and Days (109-201) and
Euripides’ Ion (1-81). Considering the two creation myths, whose
theory is more persuasive and why?
Answers can be in written form (up to 500 words) or via video essay.
Be creative, argumentative and be prepared to challenge the questions!

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT
YOUR ANSWER

Interested in reading more about autochthony?
Check out this summary of the legends of Attica.
Consider the political motivations and implications of the idea of autochthony.
Are there any modern political parallels? Discuss this with your class and create
a large spider diagram.
Lucretius is often called ‘the first Darwinist’. De Rerum Natura Book 5
is a key passage. How persuasive do you find Lucretius here? Can he be
considered the first Darwinist? Discuss this with your class and take a vote.
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HOW HAS MUSIC EVOLVED?
We’ve looked at how creation myths have changed over time through the arts – but
how do the arts themselves change? In this article, Dom Simpson examines changes in
the history of music itself, as well as changes in the role of music in society, through the
metaphor of evolution.
It is easy to dismiss music as a linear
trajectory of styles (see Pentatonix,
‘Evolution of Music’). However, music
history is not so simple. It is a web
of interrelated genres which share
characteristics, histories and audiences,
and coexist across time. If evolution is

“variation...inherited” by intergenerational
transmission through competitive selection
(Darwin, 1859), how has music maintained
its various forms of existence across
millennia as lifeless notations or brief,
transient performances?

Subjects covered:
Music
Click here to read
this article on
Inspire Digital!

One key concern for the evolution
of music is that of ‘natural selection’.
Aspects of music – instrumental, tonal,
rhythmic or stylistic – have changed and
developed in different ways. However,
unlike biological evolution, these
elements do not cease to exist when
a more popular version emerges and
becomes the dominant form through
reproduction. Elements become more
popular, but others survive and become
revitalised with new trends. Classical
music continued to exist even when
popular composers moved towards
more Romantic forms of expression. As
such, the hierarchical and progressive
implications typically associated with
the word ‘evolution’ feel inconsistent
with the range of musical genres.
The next question we must ask
is how does music exist? Music has
multiple states of being:

These three states depend upon
one another in order to create music
that humans can experience. However,
they each have flaws which undermine
traditional notions of evolution being an
inherited difference. Firstly, the notated
composition is a lifeless script waiting
to be invigorated by a performer. Yet,
each performance of it is unique; the
performer(s) can neither recreate the
work exactly as the composer intended
nor as they last performed it. Neither
can the listener experience the same
piece in exactly the same way on
different occasions: there are simply
too many variable factors. Viewing the
music as a ‘concept’ which overrides
these three modes of existence
enables us to engage with music in the
evolutionary context.
The concept of chamber music is a
prime example of musical ‘evolution’.
Initially appearing in the medieval
period, chamber music was composed
for and performed by small groups of
instrumentalists with the purpose of
entertaining patrons (who employed
the musicians) within their homes.
Throughout history, the features of
these compositions depended on the
desires of the patron.
Changes in style happened not out
of necessity for music to survive, but so
as to thrive in the private dwellings of
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the rich and their friends. However, with the beginnings of printed music publishing in the
mid-fifteenth century, these works began to filter through to the wider public. Since then,
performers have continued to perform these works to audiences. Meanwhile, composers
have identified features they wished to preserve and those they wished to change: some
for the sake of art, others for profit from their audiences. New genres have appeared and
old genres have been modified, both with varying degrees of popularity. Musical elements
remain available to be adopted into new styles and older forms can be revitalised at any time.
In this way, music becomes timeless and immune to the natural selection (and subsequent
eradication) associated with biological evolution. Rather than survival, adaptations in music
are contingent on the desires of the composers, performers and audiences of the past,
present and future. Unfavourable characteristics are able to ‘lie dormant’, as it were, and
await future reincarnation through composition and performance. The fact that music’s
three states of being are not fixed (or alive) enable it to be remodelled for any context or
purpose. Whilst genres have developed and coexisted across time, their popularity has
fluctuated according to the demands of culture.

LOOKING FOR A NEW PODCAST TO GET STUCK INTO?
The University of Oxford provides a huge variety of podcasts on every topic
imaginable, from cutting-edge scientific research to exciting events happening now
at the University. You can find these on the University website or on Apple podcasts.
The BBC radio programme, In Our Time, covers a wide variety of fascinating subjects,
discussed by world-leading experts, including Oxford academics!
Here are a few of our favourites:

TORCH: Theatre and Evolution
from Ibsen to Beckett s Biology

Perhaps, then, it is music’s very essence as lifeless notation brought alive through
unrepeatable performances that has enabled it to simultaneously preserve itself and
evolve across time.
Dom Simpson, former Assistant Access & Outreach Officer at St John’s College

DID YOU ENJOY THIS ARTICLE?
You might be interested in the Music course we offer at St John’s:

In Our Time: Aristotle’s Biology

Hear from a St John’s student about studying Music below...
Anthropology: The concept of
culture in cultural evolution
In Our Time: Strabo’s Geographica
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Subjects covered:
Economics

LEISURE AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Click here to read
this article on
Inspire Digital!

As culture has evolved, so has the way we spend our leisure time. Dr Severine Toussaert
investigates how the evolution of technology has impacted our leisure time – and how the
digital economy affects the leisure economy.
The digital economy has a tremendous
impact on our lives, including the way we
allocate our time to various activities.
Think about the amount of time you
spend on your screen(s), whether it is a
smartphone, a desktop or lap computer,
a tablet, and of course, a TV (possibly
connected to a video game console). In
a 2019 UK survey, respondents reported
using their phone an average of nearly
3.5 hours per day (and nearly 4 hours for
the 16-24 year olds). One consequence
of this phenomenon is that our time, our
attention and our personal data have
become incredibly valuable assets for
businesses.
To understand the profound impact
that the digital economy has had on

our leisure time and the type of activities
we pursue, let’s first think about how the
discipline of economics conceptualises
leisure. In economics, we study how to best
allocate scarce resources with alternative
uses (see Robbins [1932] and a discussion
here). One scarce resource we have is time,
which for simplicity we assume can be spent
on two broad categories, work and leisure.
Time allocation decisions have been studied
in economics for a very long time, especially
since the influential paper of Gary Becker
(1965). Like any other good, leisure has a price
(“there is no free lunch” for an economist).
What is the price of an hour of leisure? It is
the opportunity cost of giving up one hour of
(hopefully productive) work.
Technological change has had a profound

impact on the way we allocate our time
between work and leisure, by lowering
the time cost of performing certain
activities and also by creating new
needs. Indeed, several recent empirical
studies have documented a decline
in the average number of hours that
people work and the corresponding rise
in leisure time (Aguiar and Hurst 2007,
Boppart and Krusell 2016). Technologies
such as video games have had a real
impact on hours worked. For instance, a
recent study estimates that innovations
in video/computer games since 2004
explain about 50% of the increase in
leisure among young American males.
What is so special about
technological change and the leisure
economy? First, a lot of leisure
technologies are supplied free of charge.
Think for instance about Facebook
or WhatsApp. Second, these services
are non-rival, that is, your use of the
technology does not prevent your friends
from using it. In fact, there are network
effects: your willingness to use these
services increases with the number of
people in your network that use it. Finally,
those services are designed specifically
to draw in users because their time and
attention can then be sold to advertising
firms (again, there is no free lunch!). The
sector has encountered a large growth,
with the top six world largest companies
being Apple, Alphabet, Microsoft,
Amazon, Facebook, and Alibaba. With
the availability of big data and the

use of sophisticated machine learning
techniques, the sector will likely continue
to grow in the foreseeable future.
Does this technological change make
us better off? For instance, what would
you say is the impact of Facebook on
your well-being and how much would we
have to pay you not to use it? A recent
study tackled this question and found
that users requested an average of $100
to deactivate their account for 4 weeks,
suggesting they value the platform a lot.
However they also reported significant
improvements in their well-being after
such a detox period. Has the digital
economy become too successful?
Dr Severine Toussaert, Tutorial Fellow
in Economics at St John’s College

DID YOU ENJOY THIS ARTICLE?
You might be interested in the
Economics course we offer at St John’s:
Hear from a St John’s student
about studying Economics below...
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EXPLORE THE SUBJECT FURTHER...
How does TikTok make money?
Take a look at this article about TikTok’s
commercial strategy

COMPETITION 12: LEISURE
AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
What are the various ways in which the
digital economy affects your life?
How would you assess the overall impact
of the digital economy on your schoolwork?
Write a 500-word essay in which you
consider these questions.

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT
YOUR ANSWER
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UPCOMING ON THE COURSE
Remember to submit your Class 4 competition entries by Monday 26 April 2021!
Click here to see the guidelines for these competition entries.
Winners of these competitions will be announced in mid-May.

SUMMER SCHOOLS
Look out for an email from us soon with full details of this year’s Summer Schools!
Our Summer Schools are now running entirely virtually for this year, and are open
to all registered participants on the Inspire Programme for Years 10 & 11. We will be
writing to you when the last competitions close with dates and more information!

FURTHER READING, RESOURCES
AND PRACTICE QUESTIONS
Questions on Inspire Digital: Try your hand at the many questions featured
on our website Inspire Digital! Use these questions to challenge yourself in
your subject area, to try out something new, or to prepare yourself for an
Oxford interview.
Super-curricular material on Inspire Digital: We’ve put together this
collection of super-curricular resources to help you delve deeper into your
favourite subjects.
Suggested reading and resources: The University of Oxford provides reading
lists for every subject that is offered at the undergraduate level. This is a
great place to get started if you are looking for more to read in your subject!
And as always, keep an eye on the Inspire Digital calendar for anything else
you might be interested in! We include University-wide programmes, events
and competitions here. Oxford also maintains a list of programmes you can
apply for here, and a list of upcoming events here.
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WHAT NEXT?
If you’re currently in Year 10, you are eligible to take part in the Inspire Programme for Years 10 & 11 again next year, when we’ll be exploring an entirely
different topic. If you’re in Year 11, we have a number of opportunities coming up as you complete your GCSE year and enter Sixth Form.

PROGRAMMES & EVENTS
Study Days at St John’s: Every year we run a number of Study Days which offer high-achieving Year 12 students at non-selective state schools an opportunity
to experience higher level study in their chosen subject. This year we’re running Study Days in Maths, Classics & Ancient History and more. Keep an eye
on the Inspire Digital News page for recaps of each Study Day as they happen, and look out for application details for next year’s Study Days there as well.
UNIQ: UNIQ courses run in the Spring and Summer of Year 12, and will give you a taste of the Oxford undergraduate student experience. You will live in
an Oxford college for a week, attend lectures and seminars in your chosen subject area, and receive expert advice on the Oxford application and interview
process. UNIQ Digital provides comprehensive information and guidance on the university admissions process, and aims to give you a realistic view of Oxford
student life through videos, activities and quizzes.
Target Oxbridge: Target Oxbridge is a free programme for UK-based students in Year 12 that aims to help black African and Caribbean students and students
of mixed race with black African and Caribbean heritage increase their chances of getting into the Universities of Oxford or Cambridge.
Year 12 Inspire: For those of you in the Oxford for South East region, we run a Year 12 Inspire course as well. You can find details of this year’s programme
here; this page will be updated in time for next year’s course in late 2021.
Link colleges: In order to make it easier for you to establish a first point of contact with our University, every Oxford college is ‘linked’ to a particular region of
the UK. The ‘link’ college will know their region particularly well and already have contact with schools and students in the area. Click here to find out what
your link college is, and to see the programmes and events that they run.

ONLINE OPPORTUNITIES
Oxplore: Oxplore is an innovative digital outreach portal from the University of Oxford. As the ‘Home of Big Questions’ it aims to generate debates and ideas
that go beyond what is covered in the classroom.
Staircase 12: An online hub of resources and information for students thinking about applying to top universities, hosted by University College, Oxford.
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